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1. Introduction
The following document describes the architecture and
usage of the S32K1xx bootloader.
This bootloader supports Universal Asynchronous
Receiver/Transmitter (UART) as communication
interfaces and can be easily modified to support other
kinds of communication interfaces.
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2. Architecture description
The bootloader is organized in three layers:
•

Bootloader – is incharge of starting the user
application and polling for incoming data.

•

Communication handling / Memory handling – is
incharge of processing the received data and
handling the writes to non-volatile memory.

•

Microcontroller drivers – is in charge of handling
all the low-level communication with the actual
peripherals available on the microcontroller.
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Architecture description

The following image showcases a diagram of the architecture of the bootloader:

UART

Figure 1. Bootloader architecture

The bootloader is placed in the D-Flash section. The application should be placed in the P-Flash section.
The idea behind storing the bootloader into D-Flash section is to allow application to use the whole PFlash without reserving a section for the bootloader. The following figure showcases the memory layout
that the bootloader has and the application must follow.
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Figure 2. Memory layout

2.1. Bootloader workflow overview
The bootloader workflow can be observed in the image below.
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Figure 3. Bootloader workflow

The first step is to initialize the available communication channels, in this instance only is available, but
if another communication channel is required its initialization routine should be called here.
To select the communication channel to be used simply modify ‘sources/drivers/inc/comm.h’ in line 11
to select the communication interface to use. Setting the preprocessor directive to 0 disables the
communication interface and setting it to 1 enables it.
/* Define communication interfaces to use, 0-> Disable 1-> Enable */
#define UART_COMM
1
Communication interfaces can be enabled to work simultaneously, but since the bootloader is optimized
for size, the bootloader’s linker file would have to be modified to accommodate the generated code.
Therefore, it is recommended to use only one kind of communication at a time. If both interfaces are
needed, the first one to detect activity in the bus will be used to download the application, by default the
bootloader is set to work with UART communication only.
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The second step is to initialize the timeout mechanism. After a reset, the microcontroller will poll the
selected communication channel, if no activity was detected during the time allowed by the timeout
mechanism the device will attempt to execute the last application loaded, if the device hasn’t received an
application it will get stuck in a loop. In order to attempt the download of an application another reset is
required.
The timeout value is configurable and it is set by default to five seconds. Only one second multiples can
be selected, in order to change the timeout value simply set the desired value in
‘sources/drivers/inc/timeout.h’ line 14.
/* Define timeout value, the base is 1s */
#define TIMEOUT_VAL
5
Once the timeout mechanism has been initialized the device starts polling for activity in the
communication channel for the time allotted by the timeout value. If activity is detected in the
communication channel the bootloader starts downloading the application via the selected
communication channel (e.g. UART).
If a timeout occurs or an application is flashed to the device, the bootloader disables and sets all the
registers that were modified to its reset state, this step is required to ensure the application starts
executing on an environment close to out of reset state.
Once the registers have been set to its reset state the device attempts to jump to the user application.

2.2. Communication handling overview
The first step carried out by the communication handling routine is to obtain an SREC ‘phrase’ through
the selected channel. A phrase is simply a line of the SREC file. Two lines (phrase) of an SREC file can
be found below:

S00F000068656C6C6F202020202000003C
S11F00007C0802A6900100049421FFF07C6C1B787C8C23783C6000003863000026
Record type Byte count Address Data Checksum

The structure of an SREC line can be seen below:
S Type Byte Count Address Data Checksum
The first two characters are sent in ASCII format, ‘S’ and SREC type (e.g. ‘0’, ‘1’…’9’), the remaining
data is converted to its hexadecimal representation and sent (instead of sending ‘0’ and ‘F’ 0x0F is sent).
For a detailed description of an SREC format please refer to the following webpage.
The phrase is received and stored in the following structure:
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typedef union
{
uint8_t Byte[MAX_PHSIZE_BP];
/* Byte level access to the Phrase */
struct
{
char PhraseType;
/* Type of received record (e.g. S0, S1, S5, S9...) */
uint8_t PhraseSize; /* Phrase size (address + data + checksum) */
/* Address, depending on the type of record it might vary */
uint8_t PhraseAddress[MAX_ADDRESS_BP]__attribute__ ((aligned (32)));
/* Maximum 32 data bytes */
uint8_t PhraseData[MAX_DATA_BP]__attribute__ ((aligned (32)));
uint8_t PhraseCRC; /* Checksum of size + address + data */
}F;
}BootPhraseStruct;

This structure holds all the information provided by the SREC phrase, such as record type, byte count,
address, data and cyclic redundancy check (CRC).
Once the structure has been populated it is checked to verify that it contains a valid record type (i.e.
within ‘0’ and ‘9’), that its size is within the SREC maximum and also the CRC is computed with the
received data and compared with the CRC that was received. If any of these conditions is not met, i.e.
invalid record type, invalid record size or CRC does not match, an ERR_CRC (0x41) signal is sent back
to the device that is sending the data. If everything is received without issues the received data is
processed and an ERR_OK (0x45) signal is sent as an acknowledge.
If the type of record received carries the data to write to the microcontroller (either ‘1’, ‘2’ or ‘3’) then
the data is processed and written by the memory handling layer.
This process is repeated until the termination record is received (either ‘7’, ‘8’ or ‘9’), once this record is
received the communication handling routine ends and returns to the bootloader.
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Figure 4. Communication handling workflow

2.2.1. UART communication
When using UART communication to receive, the following data flow is expected:
1. First an ‘S’ (0x53) must be send to signal the beginning of an SREC phrase.
2. The next expected byte signals the type of SREC to be received, this is also send in ASCII
format, e.g. ‘0’ (0x30), ‘1’ (0x31), ‘2’ (0x32), …’9’ (0x39).
3. The rest of the SREC phrase (byte count, address, data and checksum) is converted from ASCII
to its hexadecimal representation, e.g. from “AF” (0x41 and 0x46) to 0xAF. Once this is
S32K1xx Bootloader, Rev. 1, 10/2018
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performed the data is sent over UART and the get_phrase routine stops until it has received all
the bytes signaled by the “byte count” field on the SREC phrase.
4. As a final step the received data is verified and an error signal is sent back to signal if the data
was received correctly, The ERR_CRC (0x41) signal is sent if an error was detected and the
ERR_OK (0x45) signal is sent otherwise.
a. If the master receives:
i. An ERR_OK signal, the next SREC phrase is sent.
ii. An ERR_CRC signal, the same SREC phrase is sent again until the slave receives
it correctly.
After this process the device is ready to receive the next SREC phrase until the end of the file has been
reached.

3. Building compatible applications
The application should start at 0x1000 (4 kB) of flash and its vector table should be placed at this
address.
An easy and quick way to compile an application compatible with this bootloader is to simply add an
offset of 4 kB to the memory section of the linker file, some examples on two IDEs are shown below.
On S32DS
/* Specify the memory areas */
MEMORY
{
/* Flash */
m_interrupts
(RX) : ORIGIN = 0x00001000, LENGTH = 0x00000400
m_flash_config
(RX) : ORIGIN = 0x00001400, LENGTH = 0x00000010
m_text
(RX) : ORIGIN = 0x00001410, LENGTH = 0x0017EBF0
/* SRAM_L */
m_data

(RW)

: ORIGIN = 0x1FFE0000, LENGTH = 0x00020000

/* SRAM_U */
m_data_2

(RW)

: ORIGIN = 0x20000000, LENGTH = 0x0001F000

}

4. Using the bootloader
The example software contained in this application note is for the S32K148 EVB. However, it can be
easily migrated to other S32K1xx devices. The bootloader expects the image to load in SREC format,
for instructions on how to generate an SREC file on S32DS please refer to Appendix A. Precompiled
example SREC file is available within this application note package. It is a simple routine expected to
run on the S32K148EVB
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NOTE:
Some IDE’s place the name of the project in the first SREC phrase (S0),
this can cause issues with the bootloader whenever the project name
exceeds 27 characters. The maximum data per phrase is 32 bytes, but the
IDE appends the string ‘.srec’ to the project name, hence the 27 characters
as maximum allowed.
The bootloader supports one communication channel:
• UART

4.1. UART interface
While using the UART interface simply open the java application located in ‘Java interface/’ and follow
these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select communication port.
Select baudrate, the default baudrate is 19200.
Select SREC file to send.
Click download, and the SREC file will be sent line after line.
NOTE
Java JRE 8 32-bit version must be installed before trying to use the
interface.
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Figure 5. UART Bootloader Interface steps

Once the whole SREC file has been sent the java interface will close the port and the application should
start execution on the target board.
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Figure 6. UART Bootloader Interface complete
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5. Appendix A
5.1. On S32DS:
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6. Revision History
Revision Number

Date

0
1

07/2018
10/2018

Substantive changes

Initial release
Added associated software
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